Oversampling To Improve Spatial Resolution for Liquid Extraction Mass Spectrometry Imaging.
Liquid extraction mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) experiments provide users with direct analysis of biological surfaces with minimal sample preparation. Until now, much of the effort to increase spatial resolution for MSI with liquid extraction techniques has focused on reducing the size of the sampling area. However, this can be experimentally challenging. Here, we present oversampling as a simple alternative to increase the spatial resolution using nanospray desorption electrospray ionization (nano-DESI) MSI. By imaging partial rat spinal cord tissue sections, two major concerns with oversampling are addressed: whether endogenous molecules are significantly depleted from repeated sampling events and whether analytes are redistributed as a result of oversampling. In depth examination of ion images for representative analytes show that depletion and redistribution do not affect analyte localization in the tissue sample. Nano-DESI MSI experiments using three times oversampling provided higher spatial resolution, allowing the observation of features not visible with undersampling. Although proper care must be taken to ensure that oversampling will work in specific applications, we envision oversampling as a simple approach to increase image quality for liquid extraction MSI techniques.